Regional Supply Chain Planner,
Medical Devices (Brussels)
Company
The company is a leading manufacturer of medical and surgical products, including gloves,
surgical apparel and fluid management products. In addition, the company operates the nation's
largest network of radiopharmacies that dispense products to aid in the early diagnosis and
treatment of disease.

Function






Provide analytical and technical Supply Chain support for your assigned product portfolio.
While working independently, performs Supply Chain activities, which may include demand
planning, supply planning, and inventory management. Job overview – this job exists to…
Provide analytical, data gathering and planning support for an assigned product group
Perform data gathering and analysis activities in selected areas, such as supply planning,
demand planning, life cycle management, customer inventory management and allocation 
Supply Chain Analysts will work independently, expected to develop preliminary
recommendations and manage projects or product launches.

Responsabilities














Demand planning
Maintain updated historic demand information and promotional plans
Build mth. product volume forecasts based on historical demand information (or statistical
model) & Marketing intelligence (Phase in, phase out, future promotional plans) & product mix
forecasts based on historical mix information and marketing information.
Load and maintain product forecasts in the Planning System
Work closely with Supply Chain Manager to prepare Demand S&OP (Sales&Operations)
meetings. Supply planning
Target setting: Support inventory target setting based on demand and variability
Production planning: with plant, understand impact of supply situation on inventory and service
levels
Capacity planning: support capacity analysis with FG inventory & service implications
Participate/lead in weekly manufacturing plan meetings and raise issues
Works closely with Supply Chain Manager in Supply S&OP meetings. SC Alignment
Support global allocation policy definition with analyses as required and support analysis of
exceptions
Work closely with Supply Chain Manager to prepare for SC Alignment meetings (Executive
S&OP meetings)

Profile












MS/BA degree or equivalent industry experience is required; MBA is a plus.
Supply Chain Sr. Analysts must have a minimum of 2~3 years industry or consulting
experience in Supply Chain management.
Previous data analysis, demand and supply planning experience is required; system
knowledge, IM skills, distribution and/or inventory management are helpful. Other skills and
abilities:
Demonstrated ability to manage time against multiple projects and priorities, and have strong
data analysis, problem solving, and decision-making ability.
Must be able to work effectively in a team environment, demonstrate strong verbal and written
communication skills and conducting presentations.
Demonstrated ability to lead small to large projects and teams.
Must have a high level of personal initiative and ability to function autonomously with a strong
sense of urgency, self-confidence, and comfort with new and rapidly changing situations and
environments.
Proficient in Microsoft Office Applications (Excel, Access, PowerPoint) is required; and Supply
Chain systems experience, 
ERP (JD Edwards / SAP) and SQL is a plus.

Are you up for the challenge?
Apply today by sending your motivation and CV to Sylvie De Bruyckere, sylvie@crossbridge.be

